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We believe transparency is vital for the credibility of 
sustainable investment approaches. For activities and 
practices we find inconsistent with our investment 
philosophy we have set a materiality threshold for direct 
involvement in the relevant activities of 5% of revenue 
(unless otherwise stated). The full list of activities is shown 
below. In the instances, we may make investments where 
exposure is above the 5% threshold, we are happy to 
disclose our reasoning for maintaining that holding.

See below for instances of companies held across the 
Stewart Investors strategies which were above the 
materiality threshold in any of the relevant activities,  
as at 31 December 2023.

Spirax-Sarco Engineering  

Strategies held in: European Sustainability, Worldwide 
Sustainability 

Activity exposure >5% revenue: Supporting Oil & Gas

Reason for exception/holding: The company provides 
precision heat and control equipment and systems that 
improve energy efficiency for customers operating in the oil 
industry.

Revenues derived from oil and gas supporting products and 
services accounted for 5% of the company’s overall revenue 
in FY2021.

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) 

Strategies held in: Asia Pacific Sustainability, Asia Pacific 
Leaders Sustainability, Asia Pacific including Japan 
Sustainability, Global Emerging Markets Sustainability, 
Global Emerging Markets Leaders Sustainability, 
India Subcontinent Sustainability, Worldwide Leaders 
Sustainability, Pacific Assets Trust

Activity exposure >5% revenue: UN Global Compact 
Principle 2: Businesses should make sure that they are not 
complicit in human rights abuses

Reason for exception/holding: TCS has no direct 
involvement in nuclear weapons or energy, however our 
external research provider considers the company to be 
involved because its parent company, Tata Sons, owns 
greater than 50% of TCS. 

Tata Sons involvement is due to the company owning Tata 
Advanced Systems which acquired Tata Power’s Strategic 
Engineering Division. The Strategic Engineering Division 
provides control systems for the Indian Navy’s nuclear 
missile submarines. 

As India has not signed the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 
of Nuclear Weapons, the external data provider considers 
Tata Sons and by extension TCS to be in support of the 
nuclear weapons programme of India. 

We disagree with this assessment and do not see anything 
in the activities or conduct of the company to question its 
sustainability positioning or the investment case.

WEG

Strategies held in: Global Emerging Markets Sustainability, 
Global Emerging Markets Leaders Sustainability, 
Worldwide Sustainability, Worldwide Leaders Sustainability

Activity exposure >5% revenue: Supporting Oil & Gas, and 
Supporting Thermal Coal

Reason for exception/holding: The company manufactures 
and sells renewable energy solutions used in solar and 
wind power generation, hydroelectric power plants and 
biomass helping society to shift away from fossil fuel energy 
production. WEG also manufacture and sell energy efficient 
electric motors, which help their customers reduce their 
energy requirements and greenhouse gas emissions.



Revenues derived from oil and gas supporting products and services, and thermal coal supporting products and services 
accounted for an estimated 2.5% per activity (5% in total) of the company’s overall revenue in FY2022, according to our 
external research provider.

Thermal coal exposure for supporting products and services was added by our external research provider in early 2023 and 
we contacted the company directly to check the 2.5% revenue estimates provided. Given that coal is not a strategic market 
segment for their products or customers, the company estimate that <1% revenues to be a more accurate reflection of 
their exposure.

Important information 

This material is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute investment or financial advice and does not take into account any specific investment objectives, financial 
situation or needs. This is not an offer to provide asset management services, is not a recommendation or an offer or solicitation to buy, hold or sell any security or to execute any agree-
ment for portfolio management or investment advisory services and this material has not been prepared in connection with any such offer. Before making any investment decision you 
should conduct your own due diligence and consider your individual investment needs, objectives and financial situation and read the relevant offering documents for details including 
the risk factors disclosure.

Any person who acts upon, or changes their investment position in reliance on, the information contained in these materials does so entirely at their own risk.

We have taken reasonable care to ensure that this material is accurate, current, and complete and fit for its intended purpose and audience as at the date of publication. To the extent 
this material contains any measurements or data related to environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors, these measurements or data are estimates based on information 
sourced by the relevant investment team from third parties including portfolio companies and such information may ultimately prove to be inaccurate. No assurance is given or liability 
accepted regarding the accuracy, validity or completeness of this material.

To the extent this material contains any expression of opinion or forward-looking statements, such opinions and statements are based on assumptions, matters and sources believed to 
be true and reliable at the time of publication only. This material reflects the views of the individual writers only. Those views may change, may not prove to be valid and may not reflect 
the views of everyone at First Sentier Investors.

To the extent this material contains any ESG related commitments or targets, such commitments or targets are current as at the date of publication and have been formulated by the rel-
evant investment team in accordance with either internally developed proprietary frameworks or are otherwise based on the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) 
Paris Aligned Investment Initiative framework. The commitments and targets are based on information and representations made to the relevant investment teams by portfolio compa-
nies (which may ultimately prove not be accurate), together with assumptions made by the relevant investment team in relation to future matters such as government policy implemen-
tation in ESG and other climate-related areas, enhanced future technology and the actions of portfolio companies (all of which are subject to change over time). As such, achievement of 
these commitments and targets depend on the ongoing accuracy of such information and representations as well as the realisation of such future matters. Any commitments and targets 
set out in this material are continuously reviewed by the relevant investment teams and subject to change without notice.

Past performance is not indicative of future performance. All investment involves risks and the value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and you may 
not get back your original investment. Actual outcomes or results may differ materially from those discussed. Readers must not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as 
there is no certainty that conditions current at the time of publication will continue.

References to specific securities (if any) are included for the purpose of illustration only and should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell the same. Any securities refer-
enced may or may not form part of the holdings of First Sentier Investors’ portfolios at a certain point in time, and the holdings may change over time.
References to comparative benchmarks or indices (if any) are for illustrative and comparison purposes only, may not be available for direct investment, are unmanaged, assume reinvest-
ment of income, and have limitations when used for comparison or other purposes because they may have volatility, credit, or other material characteristics (such as number and types of 
securities) that are different from the funds managed by First Sentier Investors.

Selling restrictions

Not all First Sentier Investors products are available in all jurisdictions. This material is neither directed at nor intended to be accessed by persons resident in, or citizens of any country, 
or types or categories of individual where to allow such access would be unlawful or where it would require any registration, filing, application for any licence or approval or other steps 
to be taken by First Sentier Investors in order to comply with local laws or regulatory requirements in such country.

This material is intended for ‘professional clients’ (as defined by the UK Financial Conduct Authority, or under MiFID II), ‘wholesale clients’ (as defined under the Corporations Act 2001 
(Cth) or Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (New Zealand) and ‘professional’ and ‘institutional’ investors as may be defined in the jurisdiction in which the material is received, includ-
ing Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, and the United States, and should not be relied upon by or be passed to other persons.

The First Sentier Investors funds referenced in these materials are not registered for sale in the United States and this document is not an offer for sale of funds to US persons (as such 
term is used in Regulation Spromulgated under the 1933 Act). Fund-specific information has been provided to illustrate First Sentier Investors’ expertise in the strategy. Differences 
between fund-specific constraints or fees and those of a similarly managed mandate would affect performance results.

About First Sentier Investors

References to ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’ are references to First Sentier Investors, a global asset management business which is ultimately owned by Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (MUFG). 
Certain of our investment teams operate under the trading names FSSA Investment Managers, Stewart Investors and Realindex Investments, all of which are part of the First Sentier 
Investors group.

This material may not be copied or reproduced in whole or in part, and in any form or by any means circulated without the prior written consent of First Sentier Investors.
We communicate and conduct business through different legal entities in different locations. This material is communicated in: 

Australia and New Zealand by First Sentier Investors (Australia) IM Ltd, authorised and regulated in Australia by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (AFSL 289017; 
ABN 89 114 194311)

European Economic Area by First Sentier Investors (Ireland) Limited, authorised and regulated in:
Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI reg no. C182306; reg office 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland; reg company no. 629188)
Hong Kong by First Sentier Investors (Hong Kong) Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities & Futures Commission in Hong Kong. First Sentier Investors, FSSA Investment 
Managers and Stewart Investors are the business names of First Sentier Investors (Hong Kong) Limited.
Singapore by First Sentier Investors (Singapore) (reg company no. 196900420D) and this advertisement or material has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. First 
Sentier Investors (registration number 53236800B), FSSA Investment Managers (registration number 53314080C) and Stewart Investors (registration number 53310114W) are the 
business divisions of First Sentier Investors (Singapore).
United Kingdom by First Sentier Investors (UK) Funds Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (reg. no. 2294743; reg office Finsbury Circus House, 15 
Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7EB)
United States by First Sentier Investors (US) LLC, authorised and regulated by the Securities Exchange Commission (RIA 801-93167).
other jurisdictions, where this document may lawfully be issued, by First Sentier Investors International IM Limited, authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Author-
ity (FCA ref no. 122512; Registered office: 23 St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, EH2 1BB; Company no. SC079063). 

To the extent permitted by law, MUFG and its subsidiaries are not liable for any loss or damage as a result of reliance on any statement or information contained in this document. Nei-
ther MUFG nor any of its subsidiaries guarantee the performance of any investment products referred to in this document or the repayment of capital. Any investments referred to are 
not deposits or other liabilities of MUFG or its subsidiaries, and are subject to investment risk, including loss of income and capital invested.
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